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How to Sing High, Loud, Healthy, and Forever
Introducing Neuro-Vocal, the new CCM method based on brain science.
With a groundbreaking vocal method, veteran singer, coach, and
contemporary commercial music teacher Meredith Colby shows how any
singer can “go through the back door” to quickly achieve the singing results
they want; high, loud, healthy, and forever. Drawing on contemporary brain
research, Neuro-Vocal Method exploits the innate tendencies of the brain –
both to steer changes in singing and to be guided by changes as they occur.
Money Notes reveals:
• How your brain is controlling your voice and how to make it change its ways.
• How your voice works naturally, and how to harness that power.
• Why it’s virtually impossible to find a teacher who will help you get your
money notes.
• How to get over that frustrating “break” in your voice.
• The tricks and tools that will let you achieve your goals and how to use them.
• How to gain vocal strength, stamina, and freedom.
Money Notes is a fascinating and compelling exploration of how the brain
functions when we sing and an accessible and effective tutorial on how to
attain vocal strength, stamina, and freedom.
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This book is different from other singing books. Colby approaches the idea of making
sound from a brainy perspective – literally. Whatever you’ve done before to get the
sound you want, this is not any of that. Like sports medicine gurus teach top athletes
how to experience movement, Neuro-Vocal Method teaches singers and teachers
how to experience sound. Enjoyable to read, with fun and funny exercise to work on,
everyone from the beginner to the pro will find great value in Money Notes. Highly
recommended.
Author, singer Christie Ogilvie
Read this book if you want to sing pop/rock. As a professional singer for 25 years, I
can attest to the methods in this book. So many rock/pop artists have had vocal
problems because they try to apply techniques that are not designed for this type of
singing. Smart, helpful, and easy to understand.
Amazon

Meredith Colby is passionate about supporting independent voice teachers
and their students. Through writing, teaching, and speaking, Meredith shares
her message that contemporary commercial singing is different from
classical, that it can be healthy, that it can be taught, and that knowing how
will create more students with less turnover for voice teachers.
MeredithColby.com is a growing resource for independent voice teachers
and provides support materials for the application of Neuro-Vocal Method.

